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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to maintain a certain quality even in crowded,
unconditioned ISM bands in the city, Wi-Fi clients must
intelligently select appropriate access points (APs). Since
the location and channel occupancy of Wi-Fi APs are not
changed frequently, it would be helpful to construct WiFi radio map in urban areas and provide them to the
clients to let them make proper AP selections (e.g, vertical handover) by themselves. Recently, the rapid spread
of smartphones has made it easier to war-driving and
war-walking like Wi-Fi beacon data sensing [2] [3]. In
these approaches, radio information observed by smartphones is stored in a database for each observation point,
and the information is used to understand Wi-Fi radio conditions in large area or Wi-Fi client localization.
However, the existing crowdsensing approaches to construct radio map in large-scale areas have several drawbacks. Firstly, they do not model 3D environment where
APs installed in diﬀerent floors. Secondly, it is not discussed how eﬃciently collect a number of APs information and radio propagate in such urban environments. In
this work, we propose a Wi-Fi radio map construction
and visualization system. This system constructs a radio
map by estimation of the virtual AP position and radio
propagation simulation.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The architecture for Wi-Fi radio map constuction system is shown in Figure 1. Similarly with several existing approaches, this system relies on a crowdsourcing
approach where smartphone users help to collect Wi-Fi
beacon data. By a range-free localization method based
on the Wi-Fi beacon received signal strength(RSS), the
system estimates ”tx-tile” for each AP. A tx-tile is a ”virtual” transmission source assuming the AP is on the wall
of the building in which the AP exists. Then using this
virtual location, the system executes online Wi-Fi radio
propagation simulations with 3D city models to complement RSS information in many other areas that are
not covered by the users. The radio map information
obtained by the simulation is distributed to the Wi-Fi
clients via REST API server and the clients can select appropriate APs using the information. Further, as shown
in Figure 2, the constructed radio map is 3D visualized
on web application, and users can understand the density of Wi-Fi APs in urban environments from this map.
We implemeted this system on Amazon Web Service and
constuct a radio map of Osaka City [1].

Figure 1: System Architecture

Figure 2: Visualiation of Wi-Fi Radio Map in
Osaka City
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